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Resistivity is believed to play an important role in reconnection leading to the distinction between resistive and
collisionless reconnection. The former is treated in the Sweet-Parker model of long current sheets, and the Petschek
model of a small resistive region. Both models in spite of their different dynamics attribute to the violation of the
frozen-in condition in their diffusion regions due to the action of resistivity. In collisionless reconnection there is
little consensus about the processes breaking the frozen-in condition. The question is whether anomalous processes
generate sufficient resistivity or whether other processes free the particles from slavery by the magnetic field. In the
present paper we review processes that may cause anomalous resistivity in collisionless current sheets. Our general
conclusion is that in space plasma boundaries accessible to in situ spacecraft, wave levels have always been found to
be high enough to explain the existence of large enough local diffusivity for igniting local reconnection. However,
other processes might take place as well. Non-resistive reconnection can be caused by inertia or diamagnetism.
1. Introduction
The central problem in the theory of reconnection concerns
the violation of the frozen-in condition. This condition states
that for large magnetic Reynolds numbers Rm = μ0LVσ
(or likewise large Lundkvist numbers which are the Alfve´nic
Reynolds numbers RA = μ0LσVA) the plasma is effectively
tied to the magnetic field such that the magnetic flux respec-
tively themagnetic field linesmove together with the plasma.
For reconnection to work it is clear that this condition must
be broken somewhere in a certain spatial region, the so-called
diffusion region, in order to allow for the magnetic flux to
be exchanged between two different types of plasmas. In
other words, the magnetic field lines should be able to slip
through the plasma and to rearrange into anX-point or X-line
configuration as the one anticipated in the two basic recon-
nection models. Observations both in the laboratory as in
space have accumulated sufficient convincing macroscopic
evidence for reconnection to happen in various cases when-
ever the encountering plasmas contain antiparallel magnetic
field components. Surprisingly little direct observational in-
formation has however been available about the structure of
the diffusion region. In particular, in space plasma physics
there is only indirect evidence available for reconnection.
Either the actual diffusion region is very narrow even when
it is extremely extended as required in Sweet-Parker’s model
of reconnection, or its signature in the particle, field and mo-
ment measurements has not been properly recognized. The
latter seems highly probable and implies that it is still not
known how the diffusion region should manifest itself in
the observations. So far theory has not been able to pro-
vide a convincing picture of the structure of the diffusion
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region even though a large number of extensive numerical
simulations of reconnection have been performed including
different spatial scales. Violation of the frozen-in condition
classically implies the presence of one or the other diffusive
process. It is thus of considerable interest to infer about the
various possibilities of how sufficiently large diffusion can
be generated in a plasma.
According to the type of diffusion one may distinguish
resistive and non-resistive reconnection. Originally, Sweet-
Parker as well as Petschek reconnection refers to resistive or
collisional reconnection with finite resistivity η = σ−1 or
otherwise finite collision frequency νc. When reconnection
shall be effective it is required that the bulk thermal plasma
particle collisional mean free path λ f = 1/nSc should be
less than the linear extension L of the diffusion region. Here
n is the particle number density, vt the thermal velocity, and
Sc is the collisional cross section. Equating λ f to the elec-
tron inertial length c/ωpe sets a severe lower limit on the
cross-section Sc > ωpe/nc. For densities n ≈ 30 cm−3
as in the magnetosheath close to the Earth’s magnetopause
this implies that Sc > 10−6 cm2 which is roughly 9 orders
of magnitude larger than any reasonable collisional cross-
section. One thus needs violently anomalous processes at
work in order to enhance the cross-section to such values.
Otherwise one must search for processes different from col-
lisional which may set the frozen-in condition out of work.
Thepossible processes can, in afluid picture, be inferred from
an inspection of the generalized Ohm’s law of a plasma. It
should, however, be noted that that Ohm’s law belongs to
the fluid concept identifying the resistivity as a macroscopic
parameter. In a purely kinetic treatment one may thus expect
that the concept of resistivity or diffusivity is not required.
Kinetic reconnection may therefore be quite different from
any of the macroscopic fluid models of reconnection.
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2. Generalized Ohm’s Law
The generalized Ohm’s law of a plasma is nothing else
but the electron momentum conservation equation written in
terms of the bulk plasma flow velocity v ≈ j/en + ve. In
its most general version it reads (e.g. Krall and Trivelpiece,
1973)










j× B− ∇ · Pcme + Fpmfe
}
. (1)
Here the first braced term on the right accounts for elec-
tron inertia. The first two terms in the second braces have
the structure of a generalized Hall term jtot × B/en whence
jtot = j+ jd + jc. The tensor pressure gradient term is recog-
nized as the sum of the diamagnetic (jd = −B×∇⊥ p⊥/B2)
and curvature (jc = −(p⊥ − p‖)B× N/B2 Rc) currents, re-
spectively, withN the external normal of the curved magnetic
field and Rc the curvature radius of the field. In addition, any
non-diagonal pressure terms may contribute as well to vi-
olation of the frozen-in concept. They can be caused, for
instance, by FLR effects which can only be accounted for
in a more complete gyro-kinetic theory (e.g. Frieman and
Chen, 1982; Brizard, 1989, 2000; Cheng, 1991; Chen, 1999;
Johnson and Cheng, 1997; Cheng and Johnson, 1999). Fpmfe
in Eq. (1) is the two-fluid ponderomotive force which ac-
counts for the presence of inhomogeneous large-amplitude
ω > ωci wave turbulence (e.g. Lee and Parks, 1988).
The relevance of the Hall current effect (the terms in the
second braces) in collisionless reconnection has been shown
by Drake et al. (1994) (see also Drake (1995)). Hall currents
are responsible for excitation of whistler turbulence which
results in diffusive pitch-angle scattering of electrons. Cor-
respondingly, the diamagnetic and curvature Hall currents
are responsible for so far not investigated mirror and Alfve´n
wave turbulence (Treumann and Sckopke, 1999) in recon-
nection.
Ponderomotive effects have so far been ignored in any
theory. They arise from the contribution of the average
(meso-scale and large-scale) spatial and temporal variations
of any high-frequency fluctuations in the plasma, and are
therefore proportional to the average power-spectral densi-
ties of such variations. For instance, a spatially varying elec-
trostatic high-frequency field E of frequency ω > 1/τ and
wavenumber k > 1/L , where τ is the slow time scale of vari-
ation and L the typical spatial scale of variation in x, exerts
an average radiation pressure PE (ω, k, x) = 140[(ω, k) −
1]〈|E(ω, k, x)|2〉 on the plasma background. The angular
brackets indicate small-scale averaging with respect to space,
and (ω, k) is the linear plasma response function. The neg-
ative gradient −∇xPE with respect to x of this pressure is
the ponderomotive force density of the high frequency wave
field. In this case the ponderomotive force can be written as a
gradient field of a potential PE ≡ φpmf. It simply adds to the
diamagnetic or curvature current. Much more complicated
expressions can be derived for any spatially and temporally
varying wave field, electrostatic or electromagnetic. Of par-
ticular interest in reconnection though not yet investigated
is the ponderomotive force effect of localized electromag-
netic wave packets on the scale of the ion-inertial length,
i.e. whistlers and kinetic (or shear) Alfve´n waves. For such
electromagnetic waves the force is not derivable from a pon-
deromotive potential.
All terms on the right of Eq. (1) are non-collisional. Vi-
olation of the frozen-in concept can nevertheless be caused
in some specific ways by one or the other. The classical
Hall term generates whistlers which pitch-angle scatter the
electrons and sometimes cause remarkably fast particle dif-
fusion across the field. The Alfve´nic modes also scatter par-
ticles though to lesser extent. Their short wavelength branch
merges with the whistler branch and extends the spectrum
of the latter to low frequencies and long waves. The condi-
tion for their excitation is given by the firehose criterion (see
also Hollweg and Vo¨lk, 1970). Ion or electron mirror modes
are excited when the firehose criterion is set out of action
and the plasma pressure is anisotropic with p⊥ > p‖ and β
sufficiently large. They are of interest because the frozen-in
concept is violated in them by diamagnetic depletion of the
magnetic field. However, none of these terms may generate
anomalous collisions. When speaking of resistivity one is
thrown back on the question of which processes contribute
to the resistive term −ηj on the left of Eq. (1).
3. Anomalous Resistivity
In space plasmas classical collisional times are extraor-
dinarily long. Under the conditions of the near-Earth solar
wind the collisional mean free path of a particle is about 5
AU and increases with heliocentric distance. In the tail plas-
masheet it is even 10–20 times longer which entirely rules
out Coulomb collisions to be of any importance on reconnec-
tion scales <1 RE. Collisions must therefore necessarily be
anomalous and mediated by the presence of high-frequency
wave fields. The idea is that electrons interact with the self-
excited high-frequency wave spectrum until their orbits be-
come stochastic. When averaging over the fluid time scale
τfluid  ωpe, ωce this interaction can be interpreted as friction
which causes a difference in the bulk motion of electrons and
ions or current |vi − ve| = |j|/en = η−1a |E|, with anomalous
resistivity defined by the classical formula
ηa = νa/0ω2pe. (2)
Here νa is the anomalous collision frequency. It depends on
the very mechanism of the wave particle interaction and is a
functional of the self-excited wave energy spectrum Wk . To
obtain an idea of the relation between the collision frequency
and the wave spectrum one may realize that the classical
Spitzer-Braginskii collision frequency can be written (e.g.
Treumann and Baumjohann, 1997, p. 321) as
νc = ωpeWth  ωpe, Wth  (nλ3D)−1. (3)
It turns out to be directly proportional to the thermal fluctu-
ation level Wth  1 in non-magnetized plasma waves. This
level is in general very low and thus inefficient in scattering
the electrons in collisionless plasmas. However, one im-
mediately recognizes that whenever the fluctuation level is
increased in the presence of instability, νa can occasionally
exceed νc by many orders of magnitude. A very general
expression for the anomalous collision frequency is thus
νa = ωpeWturb (4)
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Wturb =
0〈(ωk, k)|Ek|2〉
2nkB(Te + Ti )  Wth (5)
whereEk is the turbulent plasma wave electric field, (ωk, k)
is the nonlinear plasma response function, and the angular
brackets indicate averaging over the whole spectrum of fluc-
tuations. Usually the response function is calculated from
linear theory. This is in contrast to the Spitzer-Braginskii
expression which was based on the exact fluctuation level
in thermal equilibrium. Hence, in a theory of comparable
precision the fully nonlinear (renormalized) response func-
tion should enter the above expression as well as the average
final stationary turbulent fluctuation spectrum should be in-
serted for Wturb. In general such a calculation is impossible
for many reasons. The most obvious one is that the fastest
linearly growing mode which is usually taken as the most
active one readily achieves nonlinear amplitudes where it ei-
ther saturates, scatters or traps the electrons. At this stage
slower growing modes may become important in addition to
nonlinear sidebands which can be pumped by the originally
growing wave. All these interactions render the exact prob-
lem untractable. In some very simple cases it is possible to
extend the fluctuation theory to include more complicated
stable states. Figure 1 shows the thermal fluctuation level
of an unmagnetized one-dimensional electron beam-plasma
interaction for different beam-to-plasma temperature ratios
Tb/Te. The basic mode in this system is the Langmuir mode
which in presence of the beam attains an increase in fluc-
tuation energy which depends on the beam temperature Tb.
For long wavelengths λ > λD the increase in the fluctuation
level is about proportional to the temperature ratio. This im-
plies that an enormous beam temperature would be required
to yield the wanted classical Spitzer-Braginskii collision fre-
quency. Since this will not be practical, a nonlinear theory is
needed. Free energy for an instability can be provided by cur-
rents j (relative drifts between electrons and ions: vD in the
ion frame) parallel or perpendicular to the magnetic field or
the various gradients ∇n,∇T,∇v,∇x,v fe(x, v) of density,
temperature, by velocity shear, or by spatial or phase space
gradients of the electron distribution function fe(x, v). This
implies a large number of linear instabilities not all of which
may be of relevance in the problem of anomalous resistivity.
In weak turbulence the unstable modes evolve according
to the nonlinear wave equation
∂Wk
∂t
= 2γk(ωk, t)Wk + Ak W 2k + · · · (6)
where the number of relevant terms in the expansion on the
right depends on the dispersion of the wave. The coefficient
Ak (and all following coefficients) are complicated functions
describing the mutual interaction of wave modes of differ-
ent wave numbers k, k ′, . . . and/or the interaction between
waves and particles. Now, assuming Wk and the nonlinear
growth rate are known then, in equilibrium, the anomalous
collisional change menνavD = −enE in plasma momentum









































Tb / Te = 0.1
Tb = Te
Tb / Te = 10
nb / ne = 0.01, vb / ve = 2.0
nb / ne = 0.01, vb / ve = 2.0
(b)
(c)
Fig. 1. Plasma wave thermal fluctuation level in a beam-plasma system.
(a): dispersion of Langmuir and ion-acoustic beam fluctuations for the
beam to plasma density ratio is nb/ne = 0.001. (b): Integrated over
k intensity as function of frequency and (c): integrated wave power as
function of k for nb/ne = 0.01 and the beam speed is vb = 2.0ve .
At large beam temperatures, the fluctuation level of long-wavelength
plasma fluctuations increases about proportional to the beam to plasma
temperature ratio Tb/Te (after Lund et al., 1996).









is the general formal weak turbulence expression for the
anomalous collision frequency. Note, however, that this ex-
pression implies knowledge of the weakly turbulent wave
spectrum, the near equilibrium growth rate and also the reac-
tion of the wave spectrum on the current drift velocity which
itself is a functional of the collisional interaction. In this gen-
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erality the above formula is nothing but a formal vehicle. It
becomes useful only in the quasi-linear approximation where
the growth rate is taken in linear approximation, and the drift
velocity is assumed constant. In addition, the above expres-
sion ignores any strongly turbulent effects like those which
have been mentioned above. The above formula can, in an
















where the index max indicates that all quantities have to be
taken at the maximum unstable wave number kmax(ω).
The conditions determining the relevance of a certain wave
mode at the reconnection diffusion site, are as follows: (1)
the plasma is weakly magnetized only, (ωpe  ωce); (2) in
the absence of a strong guide magnetic field, one has β  1,
implying that the plasma is hot and must hence be treated
by kinetic theory; (3) the drift velocity (current) is suscep-
tible or even high (strong currents); (4) spatial gradients of
the plasma parameters n, Te, Ti , pe and of the distribution
functions cannot be neglected a priori on scales smaller
than and of the order of the ion (electron) inertial length
λi = c/ωpi (λe = c/ωpe); (5) in application to reconnection
in the Earth’s tail plasma sheet one encounters the additional
restriction that the electron temperature is lower than the ion
temperature, Ti  7Te, and kB Ti ≈ 1 keV. Reviews of aver-
age plasma wave spectra in the magnetospheric tail plasma
sheet, identifying some of the modes which may be of rel-
evance in reconnection, have been given by Baumjohann et
al. (1989, 1990).
3.1 Buneman mode
The above condition (5) imposes a severe restriction on
the wave mode responsible for generation of resistivity. At
temperatures Te ≤ Ti the ion-acoustic wave mode is the-
oretically stable. This is unfortunate because in the pre-
sumably nearly unmagnetized plasma of the inner diffusion
region one expects ion-acoustic waves to be generated first.
Since this is ruled out, the most important instability will be-
come the Buneman mode. This is a reactive instability that
sets on at very large current drifts vD > ve. The above
ion-to-electron temperature ratio still implies ve ≈ 16vi .
It is not known whether the currents can become strong
enough to exceed this threshold in reconnection. Whenever
it may happen, the excited wave is negative energy and of
phase speed |ωB/k|  vD(me/2mi )1/3 ≈ 0.06vD . Since
k  ωpe/vD , and γB 
√
3ωB , the Buneman frequency is
ωB  ωpe(me/16mi )1/3 ≈ 0.03ωpe ≈ γB . The instability
is fast growing and high frequency, ωpi < ωB < ωpe. The
linear growth time is τB  20/ωpe. On this short time scale
the amplitude of the wave assumes large values, and the wave
starts trapping the current electrons and slows them down to
the wave phase velocity, less than threshold. The Buneman
instability quenches itself by disrupting the current in a time
τ  (2mi/3me)1/3/ωpe ≈ 10/ωpe. The estimated plasma
sheet wave energy density becomes 〈W B〉 ≤ Ti/Te ≈ 7.
This leads to a Buneman collision frequency of
νBa  ωpe
√
me/mi = ωpi (10)
which yields a value 107 times the classical collision fre-
quency, roughly what is needed. The energy of the current
is imposed into electron heating which proceeds in a time
τ Bheat ∼ ω−1pi = 43/ωpe. The effect of the Buneman insta-
bility is to prepare the plasma to become ion-acoustic wave
unstable when the plasma is heated temporarily to electron
temperatures Te > Ti . One may thus argue that the diffu-
sion region when becoming Buneman-unstable increases the
electron temperature locally in a bursty manner above the ion
temperature subsequently driving ion-acoustic waves unsta-
ble. There is no experimental verification of this effect in the
reconnection region.
An additional effect implicit to the Buneman instability is
electron trapping. This trapping affects almost all the low
energy electrons. When heated, the faster ones escape the
wave. One therefore expects that a Buneman instability will
in saturation lead to formation of BGK modes. These may act
as a source of energetic run-away electrons in reconnection.
3.2 Ion-acoustic turbulence
Whence the electron temperature is high enough, the ion-
acoustic instability takes over. Historically the first step into
the direction of estimating the anomalous resistivity in an
unstable plasma has been made by Sagdeev (1966) on taking
advantage of this basic non-magnetized plasma mode. Like
the Buneman instability, it is driven by the relative drift vD
between electrons and ions but for lower drift speeds cs <
vD < ve. Its dispersion relation is given by
ωsk = kcs/
√
1 + k2λ2D, c2s = 2kB(Te + Ti )/mi . (11)
This dispersion relation does not allow for three wave in-
teraction. Hence, to lowest approximation the wave-wave
interaction is determined by the very weak (because of Bk
being small) third order term in
∂t W
s
k = 2γ sk W sk − Ak W s2k + Bk W s3k . (12)
Thus the most important nonlinear interaction at this stage
that stabilizes the wave is induced scattering (the second or-
der term) at thermal ions, resulting from ω1 − ω2 = v ·
(k1 − k2). Neglecting Bk and writing the growth rate γk ≈
(vD/ve)ωk , one finds the total wave power in equilibrium just
to be 〈W s〉 ≈ (Te/Ti )(vD/ve). The Sagdeev formula for the
ion-acoustic anomalous collision frequency becomes
νsa  0.01ωpi (Te/Ti )(vD/cs) for vD/cs < 6. (13)
The last condition results from avoiding Landau damping of
the waves which generates a high energy tail of the form
fi (v) ∝ exp(−αv5) (14)
on the distribution function (e.g. Dum, 1978). The average
energy of these tail ions is 〈EiT〉 ∼ kB Te comparable to the
electron thermal energy. Finally, when the third-order term
comes into play, the collision frequency reads
νsa  (π/kλD)(ve/vD)3〈W s〉 (15)
which decreases as the third power of the drift velocity. The
anomalous collision frequency thus has a maximum νsamax ≈
0.1ωpe at a drift speed of about vDmax  (mi/me)1/6cs =
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3.5cs . In the tail reconnection region, assuming an electron
density of roughly n ≈ 1 cm−3 and an electron temperature of
kB Te ∼ 1 keV, this yields a maximum theoretical anomalous
ion-acoustic collision frequency of about νsa ∼ 5–6 kHz for
a current drift speed of vD ∼ 1000 km s−1 or current density
of |j| ∼ 1.5 × 10−7 A m−2 in the diffusion region. The
corresponding diffusion region Ohm electric field follows
from E ∼ ηsa|j| ≈ 20 mV m−1. A collision frequency of this
value should be sufficient to drive reconnection. It requires,
however, the observation of strong ion acoustic turbulence
of the order of energy level 〈W s〉  0.01 in the reconnection
site, where we assumed an ion-to-electron temperature ratio
of Ti/Te  7 as frequently observed. Such high wave levels
have so far never been observed which puts some doubt in
the validity of the above estimates and in the applicability of
this theory.
Doubts in the validity of the linear/quasilinear theory do
also arise when considering the large Ti/Te ratio. Linear
theory suggests that the ion-acoustic instability is very hard
to excite under such conditions unless the electron current
drift vD ∼ ve approaches the electron thermal speed which
happens only for very low electron temperatures. Since at
the reconnection site electrons are believed to be heated, this
is not expected to hold. The above mentioned interplay be-
tween Buneman and ion-acoustic modes could circumvent
the problems by heating the electrons on a short time scale for
current drift that high. However, as discussed before, there
is little indication for conditions under which the Buneman
instability would work here. Moreover, the observed ion-to-
electron temperature ratio argues against such an interplay.
One may thus tend to abandon the ion-acoustic mode.
It should, however, be noted that in simulations the evo-
lution of ion-acoustic turbulence has been found to differ
substantially from simple linear and quasi-linear instability
theory. Ion-acoustic waves readily evolve into ion phase-
space holes or ion BGK modes (Gray et al., 1991; Tetreault,
1991). Thereby the ion-acoustic instability threshold is con-
siderably reduced, and saturation of the ion-acoustic wave is
obtained at much lower average wave levels. Accordingly
an even lower anomalous resistivity may be caused.
3.3 Strong Langmuir turbulence
Since thermal Langmuir fluctuations are responsible for
classical collisions one may expect that strong Langmuir tur-
bulence may have an important effect on enhanced anoma-
lous resistivity. This is indeed the case. However, as we
demonstrate, the estimated resistance is insufficient for re-
connection. Accounting for the ponderomotive force,
Langmuir turbulence at large amplitudes is described by the






















These equations include the mean reaction of the unstable
fluctuations whose energy density cannot be neglected any-
more on the plasma. Dimensionally they yield for the density
variation and total average Langmuir wave power density, re-
spectively
δn ∝ (τcav − t)− 4d , 〈W L〉 ∝ −d ∝ (τcav − t)−2 (16)
where L designates Langmuir waves,  ∝ k−1 is the spatial
length, d spatial dimension and τcav is the collapse time when
the waves form cavitons (or configuration space holes in the
density) in which they are trapped. On using Kolmogoroff’s
assumption W Lk dk/dt = const on the inertial range evolution
of the wave spectral energy density one obtains the scaling
of Wk with k
Wk ∝ k−(1+ 12 d). (17)
From modulational instability theory one finds that the cavi-




Balancing the power γcav〈W L〉 absorbed by the particles by
the collisional loss νcava [0/2nkB Te]〈|EL |2〉, one may find
an expression for the stationary wave power (e.g., Sagdeev,
1979) in continuously driven caviton formation and absorp-
tion,

















Here α = O(1) is a numerical factor which must be deter-
mined by numerical solution of the full Zakharov equations
(e.g. Newman et al., 1994; Robinson, 1997). The collision
frequency is proportional to the 4th power of the wave field.
In the final state of the collapse when the field power den-
sity becomes locally large, it may become substantial. But
assuming that the relative power density stays at order 10−3,
the collision frequency is of order νcava  10−6ωpi which in
the plasma sheet is only the order of ∼1 Hz. Though this is
a high collision rate in collisionless plasma it is lower than
other collision rates that can be expected. In addition one
may ask what the source of the Langmuir waves is. The most
probable mechanism is beam generation of Langmuir waves.
This requires acceleration of electron beams in reconnection
which again requires other additional mechanisms to act at
the same time. Thus observation of electron beams from the
diffusion site in reconnection will assure one that Langmuir
caviton formation takes place and that collision frequencies
of the above estimated order of magnitude will be generated.
Transit time acceleration of electrons in cavitons during their
further evolution will then cause electron heating and accel-
eration into secondary beams.
3.4 Lower-hybrid resistivity
The reconnection diffusion region may be magnetized as
the magneticfield may not be entirely, i.e. only partially anni-
hilated even in the narrow diffusion region on either of scales
λe, λi . In such a case reconnection takes place in presence
of a guide field. As an alternative, closer to the boundaries
of the reconnection region, the magnetic field is definitely
non-zero. In the simplest model, its strength as function of
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the coordinate z is given by the Harris current sheet model.
The (X-line) current responsible for reconnection flows in
the direction perpendicular to the magnetic field. Currents
of this kind, when exceeding a relatively weak instability
threshold, excite the so-called modified two-stream insta-
bility (e.g. Krall and Liewer, 1971) which has dispersion
relation similar to that of the Buneman instability but this
time including the ion inertia. In the case of a cold plasma
with perpendicular current drift velocity vD , the instability is
nearly perpendicular to the magnetic field (tan2 θ  mi/me)
with frequency and growth rate ωmts  γ mts ≈ ωlh/2, and
ωlh the lower-hybrid resonance frequency.
This modified two stream instability is a special case of
a more general instability that arises in magnetized inhomo-
geneous plasmas. In the presence of pressure gradients the
plasma self-consistently produces diamagnetic pressure and
curvature drift currents which constitute the perpendicular
current in the plasma. The resulting instability is known
as the lower-hybrid drift instability (e.g. Liewer and Krall,
1973).
The lower-hybrid drift instability is a special case of a
drift wave and is probably one of the most important insta-
bilities in contributing to anomalous transport. It is excited
in regions of comparably low β where the magnetic field is
still strong enough to render electrons magnetized while ions
are already unmagnetized. It is hence the ideal instability at
the boundaries of the diffusion region (or in presence of a
weak magnetic guide field even in the center of the diffusion
region).
The most interesting fact about this wave is that the plasma
contributes to wave power density via the linear response
function (ω, k) such that









nkB(Te + Ti ) . (21)
This is important when calculating the anomalous collision
frequency. Maximum growth implies γ lh  0.3ωlh(vD/vi )2
with vi the ion thermal velocity. Hence, the growth rate can
become large when the drift speed exceeds the ion thermal
speed. The collision frequency generated in lower-hybrid
drift wave turbulence is







In this formula we have expressed the collision rate through
the electric wave intensity which is a measurable quantity.
The proportionality to the ion-to-electron mass ratio in-
creases the collision frequency even for low average lower-
hybrid wave energy density. Measurement of weak wave
electric field intensities does therefore not necessarily im-
ply that lower-hybrid waves are unimportant. Quasi-linear
estimates have been given by Davidson (1978). These esti-
mates of the saturation wave field, when compared with real
measurements, have all turned out way too optimistic.
Indications of the presence of lower-hybrid turbulence in
the reconnection region is sparse. The measurements of elec-
trostatic waves in the magnetotail plasma sheet (Baumjohann
et al., 1989, 1990) show an indication of enhanced inten-
sites when approaching the lower hybrid frequency. Un-
fortunately, measuring low-frequency electric wave fields is
difficult. One may expect better results from the upcoming
CLUSTER missions. For slightly oblique propagation the
lower-hybrid drift wave attains a weak magnetic component.
Figure 2 (Bauer et al., 1995) shows low-frequency mag-
netic power spectra taken in the central plasma sheet during
magnetospheric substorm times when reconnection is ex-
pected to proceed in the near-Earth tail, compared to quiet
time spectra. The substorm spectra above a frequency of
>1 mHz exhibit strongly enhanced wave power (with power
law decay to higher frequencies). The lower-hybrid fre-
quency here is less than ∼0.2 Hz roughly coinciding with
the observed increase in wave power. This is a strong ar-
gument for the presence of lower-hybrid turbulence in the
interior plasma sheet. Note also that it had been found that
this turbulence is weaker at the boundaries of the plasma
sheet.
Low frequency magnetic turbulence has been detected
by GEOTAIL in relation to reconnection in the distant tail
(Hoshino et al., 1994) and has been confirmed by hybrid
simulations (Arzner and Scholer, 2001). Transport near the
X-line has also been considered by Cai et al. (1994). Figure 3
shows the application of the lower-hybrid collision theory to
the reconnection region at the magnetopause in dependence
on the measured lower-hybrid wave electric field intensity.




































Fig. 2. Substorm and quiet time magnetic power spectra in the central
plasma sheet of the Earth’s magnetotail. Substorm spectra, when intense
reconnection takes place in the near-Earth plasma sheet, are strongly in-
creased at frequencies close to though below the lower-hybrid frequency.
Note that it is not known whether the spacecraft has ever passed across
the reconnection site or not. The spectra are in some sense averages over
the central region of the plasma sheet which may or may not cover the
reconnection site. The labeling is the following: dotted and dashed lines
correspond to right- and left-hand polarisation, the solid line is the com-
pressive mode. This mode clearly dominates the magnetic spectra (after
Bauer et al., 1995).




















































Fig. 3. Lower-hybrid drift diffusion coefficient in dependence on the elec-
tric wave intensity for reconnection at the magnetopause. The horizon-
tal dashed line indicates the Bohm diffusion DB limit corresponding to
about ν  ωce as the upper limit of any reasonable anomalous colli-
sional diffusivity for the magnetopause/low latitude boundary layer. The
light cross marks the integrated electric wave field measurements at the
magnetopause. The diffusivity is orders of magnitude below Bohm dif-
fusion. For comparison, the linear ion-acoustic diffusivity DIA has also
been drawn. The cross on this curve marks the theoretical quasi-linear
estimate. It obviously overestimates the diffusivity. DIA for all mea-
sured intensities turns out to be weaker than DLH which dominates in the
magnetized case.
is plotted as function of 〈|Elh|2〉. The cross marks the real
measurement of wave intensity while the horizontal dashed
line indicates the theoretical Bohm diffusion limit which cor-
responds to the upper limit on any reasonable diffusion pro-
cess or collision frequency ν  ωce equal to the electron
cyclotron frequency. The width of the band around the cross
corresponds to the typical averagefluctuation of the intensity.
The vertical dashed line terminating the shadowed region in-
dicates the extreme upper limit of wave intensities which is
occasionally measured.
The lesson learned from this figure is that the measure-
ments never ever, except for the very rare cases of occasion-
ally very high intensities corresponding to the vertical dashed
line, support collision frequencies high enough for Bohm dif-
fusion. The actual collision frequency is roughly two orders
of magnitude lower than ωce which is not enough for global
diffusive transport across the magnetopause in order to pop-
ulate the low-latitude boundary layer. It is, however, high
enough to account for the resistivity needed in the diffusion
region when magnetopause reconnection takes place.
It can thus be argued from this result that magnetosheath
plasma transport across the magnetopause is mainly if not
even solely due to reconnection, and the anomalous resistiv-
ity provided by lower-hybrid drift wave turbulence is suffi-
cient to allow for reconnection at the magnetopause. This is
in agreement with the conclusions drawn from two-dimen-
sional hybrid simulations (e.g. Winske et al., 1995) under
Fig. 4. Schematic representation of the site of reconnection at the dayside
magnetopause. The diffusion region is located at the magnetopause.
Information about its size can be inferred from measurement of electron
and ion dispersion in the polar cusp at intermediate altitudes at the Viking
orbit.
the conditions prevalent at the magnetopause. It is also in
agreement with remote information (Fig. 4) about the size of
the magnetopause diffusion region obtained from observa-
tion of electron and ion dispersion in the polar cusp region
(Pottelette and Treumann, 1998).
3.5 Cyclotron resistivity
Since the celebrated paper of Kindel and Kennel (1971)
it has been acknowledged that, in the range of current drift
speeds vD of interest for the magnetosphere, electrostatic
ion-cyclotron waves have a somewhat lower threshold for
instability than ion-acoustic waves. By linear theory, the
latter run unstable only for vD > cs (see the section on
ion-acoustic resistivity). This has led to the belief that ion-
cyclotron anomalous resistivity will dominate. The disper-
sion relation is ωic ∼ ωci with ωci the ion-cyclotron fre-
quency. These waves are electrostatic and propagate about
perpendicular to the magnetic field. Interestingly, in the au-
roral magnetosphere they have been detected as quasi-har-
monic waves frequently having relatively large amplitude.
Dum and Dupree (1970) calculated the saturation level of
the instability caused by particle orbit distortion in resonant
broadening. Using their solution one readily finds that the
electrostatic ion-cyclotron collision frequency is given by
ν ica  0.56ωci (k‖ve/ωci ) (24)
which due to the smallness of k‖ is much less than ωci . Hence
electrostatic ion-cyclotron collisions are important in very
strong magnetic fields only while not in reconnection where
the magnetic field in the vicinity of the X-point is by defini-
tion small. Though ion-cyclotron waves are observed outside
the reconnection site, they will do little harm to the electrons
while causing some ion scattering near but outside the X-
point and heat ions in the perpendicular direction. They are
driven by the relatively strong field aligned current emanat-
ing from the already ongoing reconnection. These currents
are usually carried by kinetic Alfve´n waves and whistlers and
play an important role in the dynamics of the plasma outside
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the X-point.
In addition, it should be repeated that ion-cyclotron resis-
tivity is even less important because the threshold argument
on ion-cyclotron and ion-acoustic waves is invalidated by
nonlinear theory (Tetreault, 1991; Gray et al., 1991). Includ-
ing phase space nonlinearities it turns out that below thresh-
old before linear instability sets on ion-acoustic waves appear
as ion phase space holes. These holes which are connected
with large amplitude localized density fluctuations and parti-
cle heating produce anomalous resistivity at weak noncritical
current drifts vD < cs . This ion-acoustic anomalous resis-
tance is larger than the ion-cyclotron instability could ever
provide. In this view ion-acoustic waves together with lower-
hybrid waves are the most important in causing anomalous
resistivity and rule out ion-cyclotron resistivity.
Similar arguments hold for electrostatic electron cyclotron
collisions. They produce a collision frequency
νeca  0.1ωce(vD/ve)3 (25)
which becomes susceptible only at extraordinarily high cur-
rent drifts vD ∼ ve when the ion-acoustic or lower-hybrid in-
stabilities are much stronger. Note also that for such speeds
the Buneman instability should take over causing very strong
electron heating and its side-effects.
4. Nonlinear Evolution of Drift Waves
As drift waves, in particular lower-hybrid drift waves, have
turned out to be most important in the generation of anoma-
lous resistivities, it is interesting to further discuss their non-
linear evolution. The above theory of lower-hybrid instabil-
ity is based on quasi-linear arguments (e.g. Davidson, 1978).
Drift waves are, however, known to undergo strong nonlinear
evolution which in the simplest approximation follows one
of the famous nonlinear equations: the Korteweg-DeVries,
Kadomtsev-Petviashvili, Derivative Nonlinear Schrdinger,
Musher-Sturman, Hasegawa-Mima, or Hasegawa-Wakatani
equations, respectively. Either of these equations possesses
a certain number of spatially localized solutions of solitary
or vortex-like distortions of the plasma.
The nonlinear evolution of the lower-hybrid drift insta-
bility has been investigated by Shapiro et al. (1993) who
showed that it evolves into solitons or vortices. Large num-
bers of such solitons or vortices correspond to a turbulent
state transforming the plasma into a washing board. Elec-
trons, when passing across the plasma, experience the dis-
tribution of the density fluctuations caused by the nonlinear
drift waves and are strongly retarded. The combined action
of these structures on the electron motion thus has the char-
acter of a resistive interaction. (It is interesting to note that
a similar mechanism has long ago been proposed for gener-
ation of radiation in the free-electron maser, when exposing
energetic electrons to a spatial density fluctuation.)
In a statistical treatment one can describe such an interac-
tion between electrons and the turbulent plasma background
via the soliton distribution function with respect to ampli-
tude and velocity. A distribution function for soliton tur-
bulence for drift waves was given first by Meiss and Hor-
ton (1982), based on the multiple soliton solution of the
Korteweg-DeVries equation as a reasonable approximation
to the Kadomtsev-Petviashvili equation. The main result of
this calculation is that the spectrum of the solitary turbulence
is considerably harder than that of linear drift wave turbu-
lence. In energy space, the linear and soliton regimes exclude
each other. This has been shown in Horton and Ichikawa
(1996, p. 212). As a consequence, one expects that taking
into account this harder spectrum in the determination of the
anomalous turbulent resistivity of the plasma could lead to
increased collision frequencies.
Horton and Ichikawa (1996) find for the average drift-
soliton energy density












where r2cs = kB Te/ω2ci defines the ion-acoustic gyroradius,
LT , Ln are the temperature and density gradient scales. Also,
ns ≈ 0.053r−1cs
√
LT /Ln(rcs/Ln)1/4 is the soliton density per
unit length.
The above formula shows that the soliton energy density
may assume a substantial fraction of the kinetic plasma en-
ergy. In addition, measurements should exhibit spatially
highly fluctuating intense drift-wave fields as is suggested
by observations at the magnetopause (Fig. 3). For instance,
for LT ∼ Ln and the ion-sound gyroradius only 1% of the
density scale one obtains for 〈W DWS〉 ∼ 0.6 which is an
enormously high value, 2–3 orders of magnitude higher than
those used in the above estimate of the lower-hybrid colli-
sion frequency. If correct, a value that high causes a local
diffusion of the order of Bohm diffusion (or even stronger!).
Since stronger than Bohm diffusion effectively implies free
streaming, one may suspect that the simplified nonlinear the-
ory overestimates the nonlinear effect, and the realistic re-
sistivity will still be less than νa ≤ ωce. On the other hand,
these high collision frequencies will arise only locally. The
global average solitary wave intensity will be less. Since the
scale of the vortices is probably much less than the linear
scale of the diffusion region, Ls < λi , rci , the global effect
of the drift wave soliton collision frequency is smaller by
the filling factor of the volume by drift wave vortices, which
brings it back to realistic values of the order of those which
have actually been measured.
5. Conclusions
The mechanisms which generate resistivity in reconnec-
tion presented in this paper suggest that of all the plenty pos-
sibilities the two remaining candidates are the ion-acoustic
resistivity and the lower-hybrid drift resistivity. The former
is independent of the presence of a magnetic field. It has
practically no threshold when taking into account that below
classical threshold vD < cs it appears as a sequence of ion
phase-space holes. In the narrow diffusion region, the typi-
cal size of which is the ion inertial length L ∼ λi or, in the
magnetized case, the ion gyroradius L ∼ rci , we believe that
it can provide sufficient anomalous resistivity for reconnec-
tion. However, note that the behavior of holes is different
from that of simple linear waves. Holes act locally only and
in addition accelerate particles. It makes only very restricted
sense to attribute simple resistivity to them. Moreover, we
have given ample discussion to the problem of dependence
of the ion-acoustic (and Buneman) instability on the ion-to-
electron temperature ratio. This ratio makes it unlikely that
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the ion-acoustic or Buneman modes are of sufficient impor-
tance for reconnection.
The lower-hybrid drift instability (or other more general
drift modes) is particularly well-suited for anomalous resis-
tivity and transport whenever enough magnetic flux remains
in the diffusion region to keep the electrons magnetized while
permitting the ions to become unmagnetized. The typical
scale of the diffusion region in this case is L ∼ rci . In addi-
tion, in contrast to the ion-acoustic mode, the lower-hybrid
drift instability is favored the higher the ion-to-electron tem-
perature ratios are. This case applies realistically to the
plasma sheet in the geomagnetic tail. The resistivity gen-
erated by the lower-hybrid drift instability or its nonlin-
ear product, drift wave solitons and/or vortices, is always
large enough for supporting reconnection on this scale when-
ever the density and temperature gradients are strong enough
Ln ∼ rci . It has also been found that shear motions can
support the instability while very high β will quench it. In
this case a magnetic guide field remaining at the reconnec-
tion site will help to maintain the instability. Clearly such
a situation applies naturally in three-dimensional reconnec-
tion thus suggesting that resistivity dominated reconnection
requires a 3D-treatment. In addition, local generation of
magnetic fields in the unmagnetized reconnection diffusion
region may also help. Such fields can be excited by mecha-
nisms like the Weibel instability which makes use of intrin-
sic anisotropies of the distribution functions. Even in nearly
complete ambient-field merging the X-point region may then
not be totally void of magnetic fields.
We may therefore conclude that, in spite of the lack of
a realistic theory, anomalous resistivity does obviously not
provide too big a problem for reconnection. One could ar-
gue that locally or temporally there will always be reasons for
anomalous resistivity to evolve. Whether, however, such a
treatment does actually meet the real physics of reconnection,
is a question that is not touched by asking for mechanisms
that can generate enough anomalous resistivity. When this
happens, reconnection will set on locally and temporally.
Localization then implies that the expected type of recon-
nection will fall into the family of some variant of Petschek
reconnection.
The general fluid-Ohm’s law also provides other possibil-
ities which violate the frozen-in concept. One particularly
important case is whistler mode turbulence implicit to the
Hall current terms. It causes pitch-angle diffusion which,
in the fluid description, produces anomalous viscosity. This
leads to non-resistive spatial diffusion of particles across the
magnetic field. Viscosity can formally be translated into col-
lision frequencies as well. However, the mechanism is differ-
ent from direct ordinary or anomalous resistivity. In pitch-
angle scattering particle energy remains about unchanged.
There is apparent friction in elastic collisions between par-
ticles and waves, with viscosity arising due to variation of
the gyroradius of the particles and finite-gyro radius effects.
It is basically this effect which helps decoupling the parti-
cles from the field and therefore contributes to reconnection
whenever electron whistlers are excited. Clearly, this is a
very important alternative to ordinary resistive reconnection.
A remaining question is of how whistler turbulence will
be excited in reconnection. In the region where the plasma
is still magnetized this can be accomplished by either aniso-
tropic electron distributions with Te⊥ > Te‖, by field-aligned
electron beams, and by density gradients. In the latter case
the whistler propagates near the resonance cone on the mag-
netized branch of the lower-hybrid mode, in which case
it causes anomalous resistance similar to the lower-hybrid
mechanism. Whistler mode noise generated by electron
beams (e.g. auroral hiss, see Maggs, 1976, 1989) is weak
and broadband and is not expected to be of importance.
Moreover, it supposes the presence of fast electron beams
generated in the reconnection process. On the other hand,
anisotropy-generated whistlers require the maintenance of
temperature anisotropy. This is not unreasonable, but the
effect will be that the pitch-angle scattering of the resonant
electrons proceeds in the direction parallel to the magnetic
field, decreasing their gyro-radii. It thus seems that only
the first mechanism contributes to anomalous resistance. As
argued by Drake (1995) and Shay et al. (1999), the most
important action of whistler turbulence will thus probably
not be anomalous resistance but the evolution of nonlinear
structure in the whistler field on scales of the electron inertial
length δe = c/ωpe.
Another alternative is localized collisionless annihilation
of the magnetic field. This can be provided by the diamag-
netic effect of particles trapped in the environment of the X-
line, an effect which is caused by mirror mode instability. In
such a case the frozen-in condition is set out of action in a way
different from resistive or viscous diffusion. Reconnection
then turns out to be a phase transition in a high-temperature
plasma near a thermodynamic equilibrium state. This mech-
anism has been proposed recently (Treumann and Sckopke,
1999) but needs to be explored in detail.
Thus, whether or not resistivity is really necessary for re-
connection in plasma cannot be definitively decided even at
the present time, nearly half a century after the invention
of reconnection. The personal opinion of this author is that
there are several different types of reconnection: resistive re-
connection where resistivity is given a priori, reconnection
driven by anomalous resistivity, and genuinely collisionless
reconnection caused by anomalous Hall viscosity or other
kinetic effects. The latter require collisionless full particle
simulation treatments. An ultimate answer may even require
three-dimensional full particle simulations. Possibly of these
three types only the anomalously resistive and the genuinely
collisionless mechanisms apply to the cosmic plasma in near
Earth space.
We have dealt here with resistive reconnection while not
mentioning another important case suggested by the gener-
alized Ohm’s law Eq. (1), viz. turbulent mixing contained in
the second term on the rhs. Even in the incompressible case a
termv·∇j is refained in Ohm’s law. Numerical simulations of
reconnection have shown that the current and velocity fields
become highly turbulent on the electron as well as on the
ion scales and larger, while the magnetic field remains fairly
regular. Such turbulence will stir the plasma on meso-scales.
In the presence of even a very weak microscopic diffusion
acting on very small scales it is then sufficient for breaking
the frozen-in condition when the plasma during the stirring
(eddy) period displaces from one flux tube to a neighbouring
one. This implies meso-scale transport caused by micro-
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diffusion and decouples the plasma from the field.
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